CASE STUDY

Red Bull Used Spark Stamps™ to Deploy Music
and Track Hundreds of Concert Goers
Tracking Engagement
After An Event Is Hard

Red Bull Distributed Spark Stamps
at Two Concerts During “30 Days In LA”

Red Bull runs and sponsors many concerts to engage with
consumers and introduce new artists to music lovers. But
they didn’t have a way of knowing if concert attendees ever
listened to the artists’ music after first hearing it live
at a sponsored event.

“30 Days in LA” is an annual series of concerts that
occur every day throughout the month of November
at various venues across southern California. Red Bull
is a main sponsor of this event. They chose two select
concerts at which to distribute branded Spark Stamps™
to attendees: SoundSelect NYC and Afropunk. When
touched to Red Bull’s mobile site on any mobile device,
the Stamp would automatically trigger a free download
of the featured artist’s most recent single or album.

RedBull challenged SnowShoe to find a way to encourage
concert goers to listen to music produced by Red Bullpartnered artists after the event and to track this postevent engagement.
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Spark Stamps™ Gave Red Bull Control
Over Engagement Tracking
With Spark’s patented technology and the sleek,
simple design of the Stamp, Red Bull was able to
control the distribution of devices as well as the
content downloaded by each device.
• Red Bull was able to hand select concerts and
distribution methods.
• They were able to limit the number of downloads
for each Stamp to three audio tracks in an effort to
encourage the sharing of Stamps between friends.
• Red Bull had the option to swap out content at any
time to promote new songs and artists.
• They were able to track fan engagement during and
after the event with industry-leading engagement
analytics.
• Red Bull could collect contact information and
social handles to further grow their direct reach to
consumers.

The Result: Hundreds of People Used
Stamps to Get Free Music and Engage
with Red Bull Post-Event
For the first time, Red Bull was able to collect data on how
many people were listening to the artist’s music after a
show. They found that:
• Stamps were used immediately post-event - within
one or two weeks of the concert.
• 74% of Stamps were used at least one time.
• Attendees shared Stamps with friends, resulting in the
majority of Stamps being used by multiple individuals.
As a result of these implementations, Red Bull decided to
renew the relationship for a series of summer concerts in
New York City.

SnowShoe: An Experienced Event Partner
The Spark Stamp™ is the premier channel for physically distributing digital content at any event, including music,
video content, exclusive artist access, and more. Similar to Red Bull’s pilot program, SnowShoe has run many other
successful implementations with music artists and promoters. Stamps are able to download audio files to any
mobile platform, including iTunes and SoundCloud. Our implementations have seen conversion rates of anywhere
from 20% to 80% when tracking activations and engagements days after an event.
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Why Are Spark Stamps™ Better?
Stamps perform the same functions as other location-aware technologies, but with simpler integration
and added benefits.
• Stamps are the only solution that works on every mobile device at all times
• They function in both native applications and web sites
• The hand-held device makes for quick and easy distribution and use
• They are easily transportable and adaptable to changes in event site layout
• Stamps are more intuitive and fun to use!

Spark Tap/Stamp™
Easy to Understand
Easy to Install
Works on ALL iOS
Works on All Android
Battery/Electric Free
Unspoofable
Fraud Proof
Authentication
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